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Abstract. In this proceeding, the project definition and discussion phase of web application’s structure development for 
weather inductive forecasting was shown. In praesenti, the existing standard meteorological forecasting systems are 
characterized by low-quality prognosis (up to 75 % at the average). Moreover, they do not use up-to-date computa-
tional approaches such as inductive methods. Hence, the inductive theory’s large-scale experience is proposed to apply 
for the weather forecasting’s web application development. It is well known that prognosis has two terms – long and 
short. First task can be decided by classical inductive analogue method effectively, e.g. Pro tanto, second task can be 
decided by modern analogue complexing algorithm. The most asked-for long-term forecasting data are the air tempera-
ture and precipitation. Unfortunately, the precipitation’s autocovariance function is decreased to zero within two-week 
time interval. Therefore, precipitation can be predicted within two-week interval only. The most asked-for short-term 
forecasting data are the air temperature, precipitation (or air humidity), pressure, the wind’s direction and velocity. 
Through high computational complexity, the necessary data in passing points cab be calculated on the basis of the 
analogue complexing algorithm with values in main points (attractors). This work is scientific and non-profit, and, 
therefore, free meteorological sources can be used (e.g., http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/cdo). This project realiza-
tion is planned to conduct within ASP.NET technology through Microsoft Academic Alliance Program. All topics are 
under discussion. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In praesenti, the problem of the quality increase of the long and short weather processes’ forecasting is highly topi-
cal [1-3]. The main reason of this situation is a strong relevance among weather processes and noosphere. It is well 
known classical hydrodynamic equations which are used for these events continuous modelling. However, this ap-
proach depends on the variables variation (the theory catastrophe’s known effect). Also, discrete modelling is applied 
on the basis of analogue complexing algorithm [4]. Though, experts note that the forecasting quality is not enough 
nowadays (up to 75 % at the average). Moreover, the standard soft- and hardware complexes have not been developed 
till now. Therefore, the complicated task of the quality increase of the long and short weather processes’ forecasting is a 
topical problem. It is proposed to solve it by combined approach – forecasting methods, soft- and hardware synthesis 
jointly. 

 

2 Weather Inductive Forecasting’s Application Structure Development 
 

This task includes three main steps: 

1. Meteorological data mining. 

2. Data processing methods development and selection. 
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3. Soft- and hardware development. 

This project is scientific and non-profit, and, therefore, free meteorological sources can be used (e.g., 
http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/cdo). So, we will consider that the meteorological data mining step is covered. 

It is well known that weather forecasting is differentiated on two directions – short and long term. It is proposed to 
use the classical inductive analogue method for long-term forecasting [3] and an analogue complexing algorithm – for 
short-term. 

Long-term forecasting on the classical inductive analogue method basis has satisfactory quality (more than 80 % at 
the average). Therefore, we will consider that it is possible to apply this approach in soft- and hardware. It is necessary 
to admit that this method has computational complexity. Hence, it is proposed to calculate the prognostic values in 
reference points separately in computer clusters or/and clouds. Thereafter, values in passing points can be calculated by 
the analogue complexing algorithm. The most asked-for long-term forecasting data are the air temperature and precipi-
tation. Unfortunately, the precipitation’s autocovariance function is decreased to zero within two-week time interval [5]. 
Therefore, precipitation can be predicted within two-week interval only. 

Short-term forecasting on the analogue complexing algorithm basis has not developed satisfactory. The most asked-
for short-term forecasting data are the air temperature, precipitation (or air humidity), pressure, the wind’s direction and 
velocity. Hence, it necessary to continue investigations in this direction. 

Software has to be developed on the web-technologies basis trough the user remote access. Pro tanto, web-pages 
have to be dynamic. In praesenti, it can be achieved with two main technologies now – Microsoft ASP.NET and Java 
[6]. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. It is proposed to apply ASP.NET within Visual Studio 2010 
through Microsoft Academic Alliance Program. 

It is proposed to use IaaS-technology (Infrastructure as a Service) for hardware synthesis. It is supposed that special-
ized organizations will provide clusters or/and clouds. 

 
 

2 Long-term forecasting method generic description 
 

Prognostic model has polynomial (1): 
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where a1, a2, …, ap+2 – coefficients of models, calculated by least-squares method; p – quantity of the model linear 
part’s elements; y[k] – the element’s number in the initial data; xn[k] – the forecasting value of the average decade air 
temperature;  – middle air temperature on an f-size interval in discrete time moment k=1,…,N][kx f 1, where middle 
value is made from an element with number x[k] to an element with number x[k-f+1]; d – the feedforward – difference 
in days between forecasting date and data end; с – difference in days between real data end and the element’s number 
which are really utilised for forecasting, days; N1 – middle air temperatures. Right part’s variables in (1) are within 500 
days diapason: 

(f(p-2)+c+d)≤500 . 

Thus, the forecasting model’s optimal structure is selected with variables (f, p, c). This task can be solved through 
(f, p, c) combination analysis and comparison of the proper alternative models on a test data with combined criterion 
usage (e.g., “minimum of displacement plus regularity”). More detailed description can be found in [7]. 

 
 

3 Short-term forecasting method generic description 
 

The analogue complexing algorithm description is based on paper [4]. The main conditions are: 

1. Investigated object can be described as multidimensional process. 

2. Multidimensional process is sufficiently representative. 

3. Part of the system’s previous behaviour can be repeated in future. 

In multidimensional space each object has own coordinate – point A0. The point A1 nearest to each given output 
point A0 is called as its first analog. The next after distance point A2 is called second analog, etc. The point, which fol-
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lows the first analog in time, A1F is called as first analogs forecast. The point, which follows the second analog in time 
A2F, is called the second analogs forecast, etc. Points AiF, which are located after analogues Ai in time, are called as their 
predictions. Forecast is calculated by complexing of optimal number of analogs forecasts. Distance between points in 
Euclidean space is defined as: 
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where xijk – value of variable j in analyzed point i of observation k, PkNiMj ,1,,1,,1 === ; xajk – value of variable j in 
analogue in analyzed point a of observation k; P – number of observations; M – number of investigated variables; N – 
number of analogues. 

As closest analogue is used point i with minimal value Li. 

Analogue complexing algorithm for forecasting task has next main steps. During rigid complexing of F predictions 
by analogues, the prediction A0F is defined using weights iλ  of analogues complexing: 
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where F – number of predictions; β  – multiplier for output variable scale accounting (the multiplier β  usually equals 1 
in the analogue complexing algorithm); Li – Euclidean distance between A0F and AiF. 

During software complexing of predictions by analogues the weights coefficients iλ  are defined by the above de-
scribed rigid formulae and then are adopted by sorting of their values by the chosen inductive algorithm. 

The long-term forecasting generic problem of the parameters’ inductive algorithm optimization can be solved in two 
one-dimensional (on set of input variables X and coefficients iλ ) and one two-dimensional sorting (on number of pre-
dictions F and number of observations P). More detailed description can be found in [7]. 

In addition, it is possible to embed hypertext reference within a program code. Two free weather informers’ exam-
ples: 

<a href="http://weather.co.ua/"><img src="http://weather.co.ua/images/weatherXML_bl.gif"></a> 

<EMBED src="http://rp5.ru/informer/120x60/1/14.swf" loop=false menu=false quality=high 
scale=noscale wmode=transparent bgcolor=#CCCCCC flashvars="id=5483&lang=ru" WIDTH="120" 
HEIGHT="60" NAME="loader" ALIGN="" TYPE="application/x-shockwave-flash" PLUGINSPAGE= 
"http://www.macromedia.com/go/getflashplayer"></EMBED>. 

Moreover, it is well known that many web-sites send data in XML (e.g., RSS – Really Simple Syndication; XML – 
eXtensible Markup Language). For example, Great Britain Meteorological Office presents weather observations every 
three hours, forecasting – every twelve hours. It can be obtained by parser on www.rp5.ua for Ukraine and friendly 
presented in user interface; example for Russian Moscow city is: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>  
<weather created="rp5.ua" date="2011-6-26">
  <point id="5483">
    <point_id>5483</point_id>
    <region_id>100</region_id>
    <country_id>3</country_id>
    <point_name>Москва (ВВЦ)</point_name>
    <point_name_trim>Москва</point_name_trim>
    <point_name2>в Москве (ВВЦ)</point_name2>
    <point_timestamp>1309131614</point_timestamp>
    <gmt_add>4</gmt_add>
    <point_date>Sun, 26 Jun 2011 23:40:14 +0400</point_date>
    <point_date_time>2011-6-26 23:40</point_date_time>
    <timestep>
      <time_step>24</time_step>
      <datetime>2011-6-27 04:00</datetime>
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